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The response to the ‘Songs With Style series has been
good - and it’s led me to change the format a little in
order to act upon some of the feedback I’ve received
from readers/listeners so far. 

I knew from the outset that the books in the Easy
Keyboard Library were popular with home keyboard
players - so I was hoping for a positive response - but
I had no idea how the ‘Songs from the Easy Keyboard
Library’ CDs would fare (mainly because I feared that
the word ‘easy’ in the title might put some people off). 

It’s been very re-assuring to receive such positive
feedback from the first recording. Even more-so are
the messages I’ve received about how you’ve been
making use of the CD (and associated software). Your
letters and emails have raised quite a few questions,
and suggested new ideas that I’d like to incorporate
into this series.

To make room I’m replacing the usual first page of ‘Playing
Songs With Style’ (which gives background about four tunes
in an EKL book) with a more in-depth guide, in the form of a
new series called ‘Arranging songs from The Easy Keyboard
Library’, that gives an example of how to build up an
‘arrangement’ based on just one piece.This will, I hope, offer
a greater insight into some of the general features, found on
any Yamaha keyboard / Clavinova, to those who own
keyboards other than Tyros4 - and illustrate how they can be
used to build an ‘arrangement from a simple printed theme.

Why not include the music in the magazine?

Readers who have been with us for some time will know how
difficult, or impossible, it is for us to make use of any
copyrighted music in our magazine. This is unfortunate
because sometimes it’s so much more rewarding to work
with the well known tunes that we love to play (and that our
friends enjoy to listen to) than to spend a long time
preparing a piece of music no-one has ever heard of.

In order to accommodate this, I looked at readily available,
reasonably priced, published music - and the Easy Keyboard
Library series seems to tick more of the boxes required of
simple(ish) music arrangements than any other. I’d already
chosen these books for the ‘Playing Songs With Style’ series
because, according to what I hear, it’s very popular and many
of our readers own several volumes already. 

Books and CDs

Unless you have a very good talent for playing by ear you
will need to own, borrow or buy the music books that I use if
you’re to follow my workshop properly (although, as the
pieces tend to be so well known, you’ll probably be able to
make an educated guess). I’ll try not to flit from one book to
another too frequently to ensure that you get your money’s
worth from each book.

You don’t need to buy the Easy Keyboard Library CDs
although they do give the definitive illustration of how I play
the pieces - and how I use voices, styles, multi-pads etc.  

What will be covered?

I’m hoping to include everything except the sheet music. I’ll
share ideas for registration setups and show you, with chord
charts, some of the more ‘spicy’ chords I use to substitute
for the ones written in the books. And, if there’s room, I’ll
provide guides to step-recording the chord sequence for the
piece we work on so that you’ll be free to concentrate on
using your left hand to shape the sound of the melody with
the volume sliders, pitch and modulation wheel controls.

How will I know what to do?

Everyone should be able to get something useful from each
workshop but, because I don’t want to make this another
tutorial of ‘the basics’, I’m going to assume readers already
understand the workings of their instruments and have a
reasonable knowledge of how to use Music Finder, select
voices, import/store registrations, create chord sequences, etc.

If you’d like to join in, but feel that you might need to brush
up on any of these subjects, there are free downloadable
copies of past workshops in our on-line archive and, if
necessary, you’ll find detailed tutorial DVDs in our on-line
store. You might like to check out:

1 Getting Started: Exploring Music Finder

2 Understanding Files & Folders

3 Basic Sequencing: Recording with Song Creator

Available from
www.yamaha-cclub.net/shop

Ok, let’s turn the page and start on the first arrangement...

Thanks to your feedback, the ‘Playing Songs with Style’ series has inspired a new workshop
series for the slightly more experienced and/or adventurous keyboard players in which we
set out to turn a simply written tune into a ‘performance’.
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Easy KEasy Keyboard Library Weyboard Library Workshoporkshop

No.1: Unforgettable

You’ll find the music for Nat King Cole’s 1951
classic ‘Unforgettable’ in Easy Keyboard
Library - Love Songs Volume 2.

This is a nice easy arrangement to start us off -
with just three basic registrations that take us twice
through the entire piece.

I’ve styled the sound on a small piano/organ combo
with guest trumpeter providing a solo section in the
middle of the arrangement. I hope you’ll enjoy it.

1. Preparation

Before we begin to play anything you might like to
take a look at the score. There is no written
introduction in the EKL book - but we’ll be adding
one so, as our intro will be four bars long, the first
bar in the written arrangement will actually be bar 5.

You may find it helpful to note the first bar number
of each stave (line) in pencil on your music copy -
particularly if you intend to sequence the chords
later. When you’ve completed this your music copy
should show the bar numbers 5/37, 8/40, 12/44,
15/47, 18/50, 21/53, 25/57, 28/60, 31/63, 34/66 -
taking you through the piece twice. 

The chords printed in the EKL arrangement are, by
virtue of the ‘easy to play’ theme, quite simple. If,
however, you’d like to spice things up a bit you
might like to work your way through the chords I
use and these are provided on the opposite page.
You’ll see that I changed the harmony slightly
between the first and second time through.

I’ve written these in (in pencil) on my own copy and,
if you like how they sound, you can do the same.

2. Registrations

I’ve chosen the Midnight Swing style for
‘Unforgettable’ and, through the course of the
arrangement, we’ll use all four variations. The
tempo is 82 beats per minute (bpm).

Tyros4 owners have a head start with the
registrations because I’ve based my own
arrangement around the Tyros4’s One Touch
Settings (OTS). 

Be careful though because I haven’t always used
the One Touch Settings associated with the
‘Midnight Swing’ style - but, where this is the case,
I have noted the style my OTS are linked to.

For owners of all other instruments I’ve provided
details of the make-up of the setting so you can
gather the instruments for each voice section from
the panel to create your own registrations.
Clavinovas only have two voice sections so, where
three voices are combined, you’ll have to decide
which is the best one to leave out. 

Registration  1 ‘Shearing’  piano  combo  sound
(Tyros4: OTS2 Midnight Swing) 

Right 1................. Vibraphone (volume 100)
Right 2................. Semi Acoustic Guitar (volume 90)
Right 3................. Ambient Piano (volume 100)

Harmony..............Block assigned to R3 voice 

Multi pad..............PopOoh pVib (volume 80)

Style.....................MAIN A (Midnight Swing) 

Registration  2 Mellow  Organ
(Tyros4: OTS1 Midnight Swing) 

Right 1................. Even Bars (volume 100)
Right 2................. All Bars Out Fast (volume 60)
Right 3................. Vibraphone (volume 70)

Harmony..............Block assigned to R2 voice
* If you can play your own right 
hand chords so much the better 
- because this will often sound 
better than the automatic harmony.

Multi pad..............PopOoh pVib (volume 80)

Style.....................MAIN B (Midnight Swing) 

Registration  3 Mellow  Jazz  Trumpet
(Tyros4: OTS4 Acoustic Jazz - 
Voice part 3) 

Right 1................. Off
Right 2................. Off
Right 3................. Jazz Trumpet (volume 100)

* Adjust the EQ of the Right 3 
voice in the Mixing Console - 
increasing the EQ HIGH level to 
40 

Multi pad..............PopOoh pVib (volume 80)

Style.....................MAIN C (Midnight Swing) 

Registration  4 ‘Shearing’  piano  combo  sound
(As Registration 1)

Style.....................MAIN C (Midnight Swing) 

Registration  5 ‘Shearing’  piano  combo  sound
(As Registration 1)

Style.....................MAIN D (Midnight Swing) 

3. Performance Notes

Registration  1  -  Bar  1

The piece begins with Intro 3 which is four bars
long - picking up the written arrangement at bar 5,
the beginning of the song.

Play the melody as written using single notes in
the right hand and letting the automatic harmony
provide the super chord effect for the piano. At this
point the accompaniment, provided by the MAIN A
style variation is a nice, easy swing which continues
through to bar 20 when FILL IN B leads to...
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Registration  2  -  Bar  21

Registration 2 gives what, for me, is one of the great
‘smooth’ organ sounds on the Tyros keyboard. If, having
listened to my recording, you think your setting doesn’t
sound quite the same, bear the following in mind... 

a) I played the melody an octave higher than written.

b) I doubled up the melody an octave lower using my left 
hand. This allowed me to roll the chords (theatre organ 
style) and also to pad out the sound by playing the 
harmony notes with my right hand in between the 
octave melody span.

* You’ll find this much easier to do if you sequence the 
left hand chords before you start - but it is do-able 
without if you practise long enough.

At bar 36 press the FILL IN C button and play two beats of
Am7 followed by two beats of D7 to take you back to the
beginning of the piece for the repeat...

Registration  3  -  Bar  37

Now we step it up a gear... Enter your soloist. You have 16
bars to let your trumpet player shine. As a soloist with the
band he/she doesn’t have to adhere strictly to the beat and
this gives you an opportunity to ‘lay back’ on the phrasing
and add any twists, turns and other embelishments to the
flow of the music you feel are called for. If you’re good at
improvising this is the place to let it go (within reason!) and,
if not, just play the written notes - but try to think of the way
a trumpeter would play them. This is where some experience
of listening regularly to real instrumentalists (rather than just
other keyboard players) can really pay off.

The ART buttons and PITCH WHEEL are the perfect tools to
add extra touches of realism with the kind of glides and slurs
you’d hear from the real instrument. Again, you might find it
easier to use these controls if you don’t also have to
concentrate on playing the left hand chords - so sequencing
really does have its place here.    

Multi Pad: The multi pads (pad 1) also make an entrance at
bar 37 as the MAIN C variation begins. Together, the added
brass from the MAIN C style combined with vocal phrases
from the multi pad give the arrangement quite a lift.

Registration  4  -  Bar  53

The sixteen bar solo over it’s back to the piano combo and
registration 4 is essentially the same as the one we started
with - except that now it’s played over the MAIN C part of the
style and is accompanied by vocals from the multi pad.

Registration  5  -  Bar  61

It’s the same piano combo registration again but, as we
head into the last eight bars of the arrangement, step up
another gear by bringing in the MAIN D style variation to
introduce a four-to-the-bar bass that leads, finally, to...

Ending  -  Bar  61

Ending 3 to bring a very nice, gentle arrangement to its close.

* This arrangement of Unforgettable is featured on the CD
“Songs from the Easy Keyboard Library - Volume 2”

GG GG GG GG

1: INTRO 3 - REG 1 2: 3: 4: 

GG GG GGddiimm77 GGddiimm77

5: MAIN A - REG 1 6: 7: 8: 

CC CC AA77(9) //  EEmm77/B //  CCmm    //  AA9/C# //

9: MAIN A 10: 11: FILL IN B 12:    b3: FILL IN A

FF FFmm CC  //  GGmm66  //  AA77

13: MAIN A 14: 15: 16:

DD77(9) DD77(9) //    //    EEbb99/Bb DD77/A //  DD77  //  DD77

17: MAIN A 18:        b3 FILL IN A 19: MAIN A 20: FILL IN B

GG GG GGddiimm77 GGddiimm77

21: MAIN B - REG 2 22: 23: 24: FILL IN B

CC CC AA77(9) //    EEmm77/B //  CCmm    //    AA77(9)/C# //  

25: MAIN B 26: 27: 28:       b3 FILL IN B

FF FFmm CC        //      GGmm66      //  AA77

29: MAIN B 30: 31: 32: FILL IN B

DD77 DDmm77  //    GG77      // CCMM77 AAmm77    //      DD77    //  

33: MAIN B 34:        b3 FILL IN A 35: FILL IN B 36: FILL IN C

GGMM77 GGMM77 GGddiimm77 GGddiimm77

37: MAIN C - REG C 38: 39: 40: FILL IN C

CCMM77 CCMM77 EEmm77 AA77  AA77/B  AA77/C  AA77/C  

41: MAIN C 42: 43: 44: MAIN D

FFMM77 BBbb77 CCMM77 EEmm77    //    AA77    //  

45: MAIN C 46: 47: 48:

DD77(9) DD77(9) DD77(9) DD77(9)

49: MAIN C 50:        b3 FILL IN C 51: 52:        b3 FILL IN D

GGMM77 GGMM77 BBbbddiimm77 BBbbddiimm77

53: MAIN C - REG 1 54: 55: 56:

CCMM77 CCMM77 EEmm77 AA77  AA77/B  AA77/C  AA77/C

57: MAIN C 58:        b3 FILL IN D 59:MAIN D 60: FILL IN D

FFMM77 BBbb77 CCMM77        //        FF77        //  EEmm77      //        AA77        //  

61: MAIN D - REG 1 62: 63: 64:

DD77(9) DDmm77      //      GG77      //  CC CC

65: MAIN C 66: FILL IN D 67: ENDING 3 68: ENDING 3

CC

69: ENDING 3

From bar 37 the song repeats from the beginning. I changed
the chords for the second time through so here are the new
ones for the repeat section.

Glyn’s Chord SequenceGlyn’s Chord Sequence
You can sequence these chords into the Song Creator
program using the step-write facility, or, you can try to play
them live. The music in the written arrangement begins at bar 5
- straight after the INTRO section. The chords at bar 36 lead
you back in to repeat the tune from the beginning.

Check the reference manual for your instrument for illustrations
showing how to play the majority of chord types available. Some
chord types will require the use of the ‘on-bass’ fingering mode.


